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My name is Joshu Sasaki.    I am told that I was born on April 1, 1907.    But of course, that is just
what my mother and father told me, I don’t really know when I was born.    But anyway, let’s just
say, that I was born on April 1, 1907.    So, my 90th birthday has come and gone.    And my eyes 
don’t work the way they used to.    My ears aren’t so good either.    

Here we have Les Fehmi, who is going to lecture this week at the seminars.    And Profes-
sor Fehmi, for more than 25 years, has been studying zen with me, and be helping me in my 
teaching of zen here in America.    When I first met him he was a very handsome young man.    
Now he has this wonderful beard of his, but when I first met him he did not have one.    In these 
25 years he has grown this wonderful beard.    But then sometimes he shaved it.    He’s been a 
very interesting friend for me because he keeps on changing the way his face looks.    People who
don’t change aren’t any fun.    In 1962 on July 21, I first came here to America.    And so I’ve 
been living here in America for almost 37 years.    And    there’ve been a lot of changes in those 
37 years, but when I first came to America I came because I was commended to go to America to
teach zen.    

So what have I been teaching?    I came because on the one hand there were people who 
said they wanted to study zen, and on the other side I was commended from the Japanese side to 
go, but, what on earth is this thing called zen?    (Translator: “He just asked the Japanese students
to raise their hands, and now he asks them:”) So, what is zen?    There are a lot of books that you 
can find in bookstores about ‘what is zen?’.    And I think you have studied with a lot of teachers 
about what zen is.    So, that’s why I want to ask you, since you’ve done all this study, what is 
zen?    

Some of you probably were born since I’ve come to America, and some of you were 
probably born right around the time when I came to America.    So you young guys were proba-
bly born after I came to America, since I’ve been here for 37 years. You young guys having been 
called ‘young guys’    by me, you probably think, oh, I am rood to call you that, but, hey, I am 92,
I can call you what I want to. Since I am so much older than you, of course, I’ll probably die be-
fore you die.    But some really wild young people end up dying really young, don’t they?    And 
some people in a bad condition even die in their mothers’ bellies.    So I want to ask you to be 
careful.    

What zen ask of you is, while you’re still young and have the energy, to study what birth 
is.    And zen also says, while you are still young and have the energy, you should study where 
you go when you die.    It seems to me that most people when they finally face their hour of 
death, they fly into a panic and go rushing of to see a doctor or this person or that person.    But 
you can’t escape death.    So when you die where do you go?    I think young people theses days 
say: “When you die nothing happens, it’s not some kind of subject that a Roshi should go blab-
bering on and on about, you just die, that’s it.”    But if you think that way then I guess there is no
need for you to live or die.    But zen says, OK, that’s just exactly they way it is, it’s the position 
of being a human being to really know what it means to not need to live and not need to die.    

We are told that the person who later became the big godfather of Buddhism, the founder 



of Buddhism, when he was still a young man he had a great question, a great doubt about what 
birth is and where we go when we die.    And he first was called Siddhartha.    

Men and women are born in the same way.    Don’t you think?    It isn’t as though men are
born in some way and women aren't born in that way, men and women are born the same.    And 
in the same way a woman dies a man also dies.    And so we are told that this Siddhartha who be-
came the founder of Buddhism who is the big boss of all of we Buddhists came to think that as 
he grew the principle by which a caterpillar is born must be the same principle by which all of us
are also born.    

But, let’s leave this subject at this.    What I mean is    I don’t want to talk for very much 
more about the biography of the historical Buddha, but I do want to continue to talk about the 
various questions that he approached.    The position of zen is to say that the historical Buddha 
grew up to manifest the wisdom that clearly saw into the principle of live and death.    And he 
clearly saw that when a caterpillar is born we are born in the exact same way and when a cater-
pillar dies we die in the exact same way in which the caterpillar does.    

And later we are told that he had this doubt after manifesting the wisdom that saw that we
die together with the caterpillar, why is it that we human beings seem to stay behind although    
the caterpillar has died.    We are told that Siddhartha grew up to manifest the wisdom that saw 
that when the caterpillar is born we are born right together with the caterpillar and when the 
caterpillar disappears from this world we disappear with it. In other words he came to manifest 
the wisdom that saw that any single thing that you observe comes ino this world and goes out of 
this world in the same way, following the same principle.    

Within Buddhism there are many different ways that the Buddha’s life is described.    
There are many different versions of the Buddhas biography. For children there is the children’s 
version. And for teenagers or young adults there are their different versions, and we could even 
say maybe there is the female version for women and the male version for men, and maybe we 
can say there is a special version just for soldiers of Buddha’s live.    

And zen says that although there are all these different versions, they are all true. In other 
words we say that it is a mistake to fixate any of these stories, that the story of the Buddha’s live 
is essentially not a fixated thing.    This is the problem.    In other words, from the zen perspective
all sutras are true.    Because zen also says that although all sutras are true, all the sutras are just 
temporary.    And so sutras are not sutras.    In other words, you should not attach to any sutra.    
Although I said that this is the zen perspective, of coarse it was the Buddha himself, who said 
this. (The person who was called Siddhartha as a youth, and later the Buddha by his disciples.)    
So I have to say, I hate people who say that they are Buddhists and say that they believe in Bud-
dhism, but attach to the sutras.        So maybe you can say that to the extend that you don’t attach 
to the sutras you can be called a true believer in Buddhism.        But if you just say, well, sutras 
are just temporary teachings, it’s not the real Buddhism, and you just don’t study them at all, 
then, no matter how much time passes, you’ll never understand Buddhism.    So, actually, I am 
really impressed with all of you, who’ve come here and have taken this special time out of your 
lives to study with these professors and study Buddhism, especially the young guys from Japan 
who have come.    And it is great that you have come here to study.    

As you all know, probably you know, one of the teachings is called the five skandas.    
And we are told that Siddhartha, when he was still a youth came up with this idea of the five 
skandas.    The way we interpret the live of the Buddha in this stile of zen that is called Tathagata 
zen, that we study here, we say that while Buddha was still a young man he came up with this 
idea of the five skandas, and thought that this would be a good idea to explain both the nature of 
the self and the nature of this world which is our home.    

And we are taught that even though he thought of this idea of the five skandas, he could 
not really find a way to teach the five skandas so that people could understand them.    And fur-
ther the way we interpret the    live of the Buddha, the way we see the Buddha in Tathagata    zen 



is to say that, as you all know, he decided that in order to find a way to teach this idea, so that ev-
erybody could understand it, he decided to focus his entire live to this practice, this study.    And 
so he had a special meeting with his father and his wife, and secretly discusses his desire to go 
out and become a renouncer of home.    And he got their permission first. And then after their 
permission he became a wandering monk.    

I told you before that all the different version of Buddha’s life are true.    If you say, they 
are all true, then of course it also means, they are all not true.    When the Buddha was asked: 
“Who is it, who became the Buddha?”, he answered: “It is all of you, it is everyone, who be-
comes a Buddha.”    That is one of the essential points. That is the thing, that Buddhism asserts, 
that there is no one to become Buddha other than you.    And so your biography will become the 
Buddha’s biography.    So get serious and make it a good one.    And so the Buddha came to leave 
his house, to go on the road. And the teachers of old have explained the way his thought pro-
gressed in many different ways.    

For me, if I sit down, I somehow can’t speak well.    But the moment I sit down the story 
changes.    So if you don’t understand that if you are listening to me speak when I am standing, 
and when you are listening to me speak when I am sitting down... It’s different.    

And so we are told that he practiced for six years.    And the conclusion of these six years 
of practice was, that the idea he had thought of before of the five skandas was true.    He became 
certain that there was no doubt about the truth of it.    But if you investigate the sutras and try to 
find out, when exactly did the Buddha grasp the teaching of the five skandas, under what condi-
tions did he grasp it,    in what place did he grasp it... No matter how many sutras you read, (and I
know there are many Buddhist scholars here, including Professor Okimoto, and I wonder if he 
knows the answer to this question), no matter how many sutras you read, you can’t find the an-
swer to this question, I don’t think.    

One of the things I always do at these seminars , since I am not a scholar myself, is, I ask 
the various scholars this question about when and where and under what conditions the Buddha 
discover the five skandas.    And none of them can answer me.    Professor Tamaki or Nagaul (?), 
they all say, ‘now that you mention it, actually, the only thing we really know is that it was the 
Buddha who discovered the five skandas.    I think we know this, but I am not sure.’    So it is up 
to all of you to investigate this and find the answer.    

In Buddhism there are two ideas: the sudden enlightenment and the gradual enlighten-
ment.    And in Tathagata    zen, as I just said, we say, that it took six years for the Buddha to 
come to manifest the wisdom, that was certain of the validity of the idea of the five skandas.    So
I suppose you can say that Tathagata    believes in the gradual enlightenment.    But, also Tatha-
gata    zen says that satori is sudden, it is not gradual.    

My purpose of coming here today was to speak about the idea of enlightenment.    Later 
people came to use these terms gradual or sudden enlightenment.    But what does enlightenment 
itself mean?    As professor Les Fehmi, Ph.D. in psychology, will tell you, all human beings have 
times when they sleep.    But zen says, when you are truly asleep, then you don’t even dream.    
When you are dreaming, you are actually asleep, your eyes are sort of open.      Your eyes are 
awake, but they are not open, when you are dreaming.    The conclusion that Tathagata    zen 
gives us, is that satori, enlightenment, is neither true sleep, nor is it dreaming, it’s when you are 
truly awake and your eyes are really open and looking around at this world. 

Scholars say all sorts of difficult things, really hard to understand, stuff that makes your 
head itch and your belly bottom itch.    And you soon grow to not want to listen any more.      And
it’s true that if you really want to explain things, then you start talking for a long, long and diffi-
cult time.    But the teaching of zen is simple.    It simply says that when you wake up from being 
truly asleep, then that state of being, really woken up, is enlightenment.    

I know this is jumping ahead a little bit in the story, but the position of Tathagata    zen is 
to describe the condition of true sleep as a condition that is neither ‘U’, nor ‘Mu’.    That is to say,



which is neither existence, nor non-existence.    Which is neither the activity of living, nor the ac-
tivity of dying. 

If we get into this it get’s very technical, and who wants to get technical? But people who
are scholars and study this kind of stuff are probably interested in it, so maybe, we’ll talk about 
it.    So we’ll get to talk about the state of true sleep.    And the state of true sleep according to 
Tathagata    zen is the state that is neither existence nor non-existence, neither live nor death, nei-
ther man nor woman.    

So when we are talking about practice, we talk about tatha-gata, which is a different word
then tathagata, even though they sound the same.    And tatha-gata means ‘thus going’ or expand-
ing.    And the definition that we gave in this style of zen called either nyorai zen or Tathagata    
zen is to say that the tatha-gata activity is the activity of existence    But there is another activity, 
the small case hyphenated tatha-agata activity, which means ‘thus coming’, which negates that.    
It is the activity of not existing.    And when these two activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata unify, 
then we get a condition, which is neither tatha-gata, nor tatha-agata.    And in the teaching of 
Tathagata    zen we say that this condition of unification is a condition, which is unique, one and 
only and singular, of which there are not two.    And another way we name this unique one and 
only condition is to call it the condition of zero, because it is perfect and complete.    

I studied zen for quiet a number of years.    And part of my practice was to write a dis-
course, a description of my understanding.    And finally my teachers passed me on this.    And 
what I am telling you is the result of all of this study.    And the Buddha, the enlightened one 
taught his disciples that the state of the unification of tatha-gata and tatha-agata is not fixated, it 
does not stop.    And that tatha-gata and tatha-agata again will face each other.    But who is it that 
says that?    Who says that kind of thing?    Tathagata    zen tells us that the activity of thus going 
and thus coming, tatha-gata and tatha-agata themselves of course don’t say this.    Those activi-
ties don’t have ant selves, any ‘I am’ proclaiming selves, or selves that we call ‘I am’.    They 
don’t say anything.    What I mean to say is that tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting completely 
without will.    Without will these two activities act, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    And sometimes, 
just because it is convenient, I steal the words of mathematicians and just call the tatha-gata, thus
going activity, the plus ativity, and the tatha-agata, thus coming activity, the minus activity, al-
though some of those mathematicians might complain that I should not steal their words, I do it 
anyway.

The transmisson within the teaching called Tathagata Zen is to say, aothough I 
know that it is difficult to understand, that these two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata 
sometimes unify, but they also sometimes seperate from each other.    These two activities are al-
ways acting, but where are they acting. What plac do they use as their place of activity.    Don’t 
you think that if they didn’t have a place to act in, no matter how much tatha-gata or tatha-agata 
wanted to act, or were trying to act, they couln’t.    This is the kind of question thatyou have to 
solve by going to a special place of practice, a monastery, like all of you ypung Japanese guys 
are planning to do.    And solve it appealing to your own experience.    But it isn’t easy.    Eveb if 
you practice for five or six years, the wisdomthat really can see into this principle just does not 
seem to bubble up for most people.

There is a book in zen called the Mumonkan.    And the first chapter is called the koan of 
Joshu’s Mu.    i think maybe any Roshi you go to, when you first go to a manastery, the first thing
they say is: “How sdo you have kensho into Joshu’s Mu?”    You Japanese people, born as Bud-
dhists in a Buddhist country,    and raised in a Buddhist atmosphere on buddhist education, and 
probably practicing Bhuddhism all these years, probably can go to a monastery and get the koan 
of joshu’s mu no problem.    But for Americans to, from the very beginning, try to grapple with 
Joshu’s Mu is very hard.    So you have to think carefully that to    simply import the way zen is 
taught in China, in Japan into America just as it is a big mistake.    

Zen practice in Japan is right from the very start beating to death the unquestioning ex-



cepting of the thing that we call the ‘I am’ self.    And this fall there is no way I could get around 
it, so I am going to Europe again this fall, but Europe and America are basically the same, they 
are basically based on the same kind of thinking.    And it seems as though European and Ameri-
can thinking is based on unquestioningly acknowledging as valid the ego, the I am self, and then 
preaching about democracy or communism from those points of few.    

From the Buddhist perspective it looks like a way of thinking that is very arrogant and 
oppressive.    I suppose both perspectives are necessary, but from the beginning to assert the self, 
to insist upon the I am self is what gets us human beings in such troubles.    

So to go back a little bit to what I was saying before, the position of Tathagata Zen is to 
ask from the very start, instead of unquestioningly excepting the I am self, to ask: “How is that I 
am self born, how is it manifest, how does it come into being, how does it die?”    And then, after 
you really know the answer to that question, then you can step forward with a self.    Buddhism 
says that the true I am self is the perfect self, the complete self, the self which is neither being 
nor non-being, neither U nor Mu.    According to Tathagata Zen, although I am again jumping 
ahead in the story a little bit, we say that that self which calls itself I am, that self which we call I
am, is the incomplete, imperfect self.    When the perfect self, the complete self, the zero self is 
manifest, then there is no need to assert any I am.    That’s the teaching of Tathagata Zen.    

So when you were asked the first chapter of the Mumonkan, how do you have kensho 
into the Joshu’s Mu, the meaning of that question is, how do you manifest your perfect self.    So 
how can you manifest your perfect, complete self?    And through what, how does the imperfect 
self become manifest?    What Tathagata Zen emphasizes is that, if you can clearly manifest the 
wisdom that knows both, how the perfect self is manifest and how the imperfect self is manifest, 
then you can in utter freedom manifest either.

So when it comes to the five skandas, if you only understand one side of it, then maybe 
you can be said to understand the activity of living.    But if you only do that, then you will not be
able to understand dying.    So even if it comes to the historical Buddha, he had to continually 
redo, rework the teachings of the five skandas, until finally he understood it thoroughly to the 
very bottom.    So how on earth can you truly understand Joshu’s Mu? Now all of you are always 
doing the activity that we call thinking.    You think about pleasure, you think about pain, you 
think about joy, you think about sorrows.    But the position of Tathagata Zen is that when the 
perfect self, the complete self is manifest, then the activity of thinking is not necessary any more.

So we get to the end of the time.    So how do you have kensho into Joshu’s Mu?    Don’t 
you think that maybe when a mother embraces a baby, then Joshu’s Mu appears.        And maybe 
we can see it    this way that when that mother who so carefully and purposely embraced her 
child then let’s the child go, at once the imperfect self is manifest.    The self that thinks, some-
thing is beautiful or not beautiful, something is fun or not fun.    But let’s forget about your moth-
ers for a moment.    What about you?    How can you yourselves see to the very bottom of Joshu’s
Mu.    Seems like any zendo you con go to these days, all you have to do is say “Mu” and they 
say, “oh, good”.    Even in America this seems like a very popular way to study zen, “Mu”.    But 
here before we teach “Mu” we simply teach “Do”.    And as those of you who are loving know, 
here when we teach “Do”, the Koan we give you is, when you truly manifest “Do”, where are 
you.    

It’s true that when the mother embraces the child, Mu is manifest.    Sometimes you might
think, something is a manju, a Japanese cake, and you grab it.    But the moment you grab it you 
realize, this isn’t a cake, this is a horse pub.    If it really is a manju, when you’ve gotten it in your
hand then transcended either being happy or unhappy, you’ve simply gotten it.      And it’s the 
same if you grab a horse pub, you simply grab it.    So if you really want to see to the bottom of 
Joshu’s Mu, the first thing you should practice is grabbing a horse pub.    But after you totally 
grab it and you wake up from that total grab then you notice, oh, this is not a manju, this is a 
horse pub.    And you through it away.    That’s enlightenment.    But really you shouldn’t through 



it out, because horse pub, of course is a very good fertilizer.    So we should gather it together and
use it as fertilizer.    

The translator apologizes for being confused at this point.    But there is something about 
a robber, a robber of Joshu’s Mu.    But I can’t quite understand it. 

If plus and minus don’t become one, then of coarse zero will not be manifest.    In other 
words if tatha-gata and tatha-agata do not become one, then the perfect, complete zero condition 
does not get manifest.    And when plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, separate from each
other, then in the space between them a child is born.

Actually it would take me more than another hour to explain this in detail, so I won’t.    
But for now just understand that when tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate, a child get’s born.    
And so tatha-gata and tatha-agata says that that I am self who is born always has some kind of 
motive, some kind of motivation that is making relationship with the activities which birthed it, 
with the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thinking “I wonder if they are going to kill me”, 
or “I wonder if they are going to love me”.    And so, as long as you have an I am self you are al-
ways going to be controlled by this relationship that you are going to have with plus and minus, 
with tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    But the teaching of Tathagata Zen says that the Buddha taught 
that all of us undoubtedly, without fail, will come to make all of the activities of plus and minus,,
tatha-gata and tatha-agata our content.    Originally there is no live and death.    That is what the 
famous Sanzan Kokoji said.    In other words Sanzan Kokoji said: “I have made live and death 
completely my content.    What are you so impiendly saying?”    And so what I need you to do is, 
both to appeal to your own experience and practice.    But also to learn the principle of zen as a 
study also.

So anyway, today we got to the part of the story where it says, I think, originally there is 
no life and death.    This is the end of our time.    So I am old.    So all of you are probably think-
ing: “He smells like an old person.    In other words, my talk just don’t have any taste left into 
them.    I’ve wrung all the taste or smell out of my talks.    When you become zero, that’s what 
happens.    No matter what teaching or religion it is, all teachings benefit people in certain ways, 
so there is no need to reject any of them.    But, although this becomes another difficult subject in 
and of itself, when you can manifest the zero self, the perfect self, the complete self, from that 
manifestation, inevitably, just as the self inevitably appears, compassion will also inevitably be 
born from it.    Buddhism is a teaching which says that without fail, great compassion will be 
manifest.    But since this is an entire subject in and of itself, it would take a long, long time to 
talk about, I won’t even step in to it today.      

Anyway, the conclusion is that, if you really can grasp no life and death, from that, with-
out fail, great compassion will be manifest.    And without great compassion, of coarse, there will 
never be an end to war.    

Thank you.


